New Session Started from 2071 B.S (2014 A.D)

ISHOWORI IS TRYING TO HANDLE NEW CHILDREN IN NEW WAY

The New academic session of
DMS has started from 4th of Baisakh
2071(17th April, 2014) with the
admission of 13 new students’ 10
students in Nursery, 1 in LKG, and 2
in class 2. The number of total
students has reached to 56. With the
number of students growing every
year there comes a requirement of an
addition grade(levels) because of
which Grade ‘3’ is added. With the
beginning of new class there has
been need of a teacher so DMS has
appointed one more qualified teacher
for the improvement in students and
in school.
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Result Published
The result of the final examination of
academic session 2070 B.S (2013‐2014) has
been published with surprisingly good
results. Out of 43 students no one was
unable to pass the exams. “The teachers are
very happy with the results. “We have
taught our children in a good way they can
understand” ‐says the vice‐Principle of DMS,
Manisha Basnet.
She added “We have been working hard for the betterment of students and it is getting
good.” DMS has a successful result with the students since long. The result of the exams
can prove the quality of education that any children can have.

DMS signs New Teacher
DMS started it’s teaching for up to class 1 when established.
Every year the students of the highest level grade in DMS
passes and needs a higher level in school to keep studying.
The school has added grade 3 along with the new academic
session 2071. Like the need of classes grows every year the
need of a teacher also grows. So, to fulfill the requirements of
the school and the students, DMS has announced and selected
a qualified candidate Sudershan Karki.
With the vacancy announcement issue by DMS on 6th
April, 2014. The selection for a appropriate personnel
begun. With written and interview along with the
minimum requirement of qualification, DMS selected
Mr. Sudarshan Karki with the overall performance and
good qualification.
The selection process was carried on by the joint team
of teachers of DMS led by Principal Sadip k.c including
President Suresh basnet.

Sports Weeks Held
The DMS sports week was held from date 6th
April to 11th April, 2014 for five days. The sports
were Sewing, Three legged racing, and Chocolate
race and there was active participation from all
the classes.
In sewing competition Ajay, Pranisha, Sanju
were best and in three legged racing Sabina and
Jeena were at the first place. Chocolate race was
among the nursery kids. They were very excited
playing the chocolate game; every child was able
to eat it.

On the 13th of April the prize were
distributed to the outstanding students
on sports weeks.

Suresh Basnet president of
organizing committee of DMS
was very happy distributing the
prizes.

Sponsor parents visit there students
Margit Hodecek an Austrian
national and sponsor parents have come
to visit there sponsor child Sunil Balami.
Who is studying in DMS, Sunil is 7 years
old and student of grade 1. He has been
gradually improving in this studies and is
been sponsored in his studies and been
sponsored by Margit since 3 years.

Margit arrived to Crystal Earth with her family and was happy spending time with Sunil.
The sponsor parents also celebrated Easter with students of DMS.
The students of DMS are mostly helpless and is been sponsored to get them a good
education. The sponsor parents sometime come to visit their sponsor child.

Buddha Jayanti Celebrated
It was full mooning also known as Buddha
Purnima when celebrated. Buddha Jayanti
is celebrated all around Nepal in
remembrance of the teachings of Buddha.
The way of celebration is different in
various places and DMS also celebrated
this big day in a beautiful way. The
students and teachers were together in a
big hall where the tales of Buddha were
told.

The wise words Buddha spoke, the non‐violent path
he choose were discussed by the Teachers and how
to meditate was also taught.
DMS has been celebrating Dashain,
Christmas, Buddha Jayanti, Sarashowti Puja, and
other bigger festival on that particular day.
Manisha, teacher from DMS says. “We teach our
children to respect others religion, just too rather

than teaching them to love their own and hate
others. This will bring a change.”

Four students quit the School

SITASHMA TAMANG

SUKRE TAMANG

BIBEK RAILA

SAURAV RAUT

“Sukre Tamang of class UKG, Sitashma Tamang of class 1, Bibek Raila of

PRINCIPLE SADIP K.C

class 2 and Saurav Raut of class LKG.” The principle of DMS Sadip K.C
says, “We have been trying our best to keep Sukre coming to school. We
even went to his home but there was nowhere.”
It’s not a first time Sukre stopped coming school. The teachers
somewhere managed to keep him willing to come to school and despite
all those efforts Sukre again stopped coming.

His parents too are not taking good care of him. Another student Sitashma Tamang quit
DMS as she has to move along with her mother where she employed. She said she will
teach her daughter in another school close by from where she lives. Bibek raila who hasn’t
ever studied for a year also quit school. Before studying in DMS he doesn’t use to study at
all. Due to that situation and interest shown by him towards school, He has been studying
ever since. Suddenly now it’s already been more than a month he hasn’t shown up in
school. And he has no probability of coming. Likewise another student Saurav Raut has
also stopped coming to school. Her mother was staying his maternal house. She decided to
go to her own house. She was bit disappointed taking Saurav to another place because he
was doing well in DMS but there was no choice. She couldn’t leave him alone there. And
she also told that if his Sponsor parents want to visit him sometime when they arrive in
DMS she can bring him to meet them.
Most of the students and their parents are very backward in many aspects and they
go through different situation. So, the education for children is something that is hard to
keep up for them even if it is free.

Interview with our Music teacher Mr. Rewant Bandari :
Core into the depth of the ocean and up above the line of
Origen, if there is any educational institution that has perfect
line of Humbleness and gratitude in teaching practice, its
Dolphin Magic School.
I see beautiful eyes of hope and helpful hands of courage
around me when I’m in Dolphin Magic School. I always feel
immensely delighted to teach the various music to the fast
learners like we have in DMS.

Music class is operating twice a week. Day one
is Vocal class when students learn to sing and
know about approach of music. And in other
day students learn to play various musical
instruments. Students are proving themselves
as an honest music learner.

I would like to thank DMS for giving
me such a humble and sonorous
environment to teach from my heart.
Thank you and god bless.

